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Abstract. We investigate whether an image-based avatar with motion
can smoothly direct a target person who has requested guidance. Exist-
ing methods that use an avatar generally assume a one-to-one interaction
with the user and did not fully consider how the avatar should direct a
target person, which is important in interactions with multiple users.
When the target person feels that the image-based avatar is facing them
and feels that the avatar is directing them, the person judges that the
requested guidance has been given. When a nontarget person feels that
the image-based avatar is not facing them and also feels that the avatar
is not directed towards them, the nontarget person then judges that
the requested guidance has not come to them. To direct the target per-
son smoothly, the action-type motion of the image-based avatar and the
rotational motion of the video sequence itself relative to the display are
important. We performed a subjective assessment of how the target per-
son and the nontarget person feel about the direction by comparing the
case where motions were added with the case where motions were not
added. The results show that the image-based avatar with the action-
type and rotation-type motions is effective for the target person but is
not effective for the nontarget person.

Keywords: Image-based avatar · Motion · Direction · Target person ·
Nontarget person

1 Introduction

We have developed an image-based avatar system [1] that interacts naturally
with users. Several image-based avatar systems have been produced over the
last decade [2,3]. Specifically, we considered a navigation system that guides a
user and consists of an avatar shown on a stationary display. The avatar serves
as an alternative to a real guide in an information center located in a public
space, e.g., at an airport or in a bus/rail station.

Before describing this system, we consider an actual navigation situation
involving people in an information center, where a real guide interacts with
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Fig. 1. Navigation situation.

the users waiting around him/her. Figure 1 shows an example of this type of
situation. Based on our knowledge of cognitive science [4], the people can be
categorized into the following three roles: a guide that provides directions, a
participant that receives these directions, and a side participant who is waiting
to receive directions from the guide. A side participant becomes a participant
when they are given directions by the guide.

Here, we consider how the avatar gives information to a single side participant
when multiple side participants are present and waiting to begin interaction with
the avatar. First, multiple side participants are waiting around the avatar for
directions, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). In order to provide clear separation of the
roles of the multiple side participants, we also newly define the following roles:
a target person who is receiving directions and a nontarget person who is not
receiving directions, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). When a target person feels that
they are being given directions by the avatar, this person changes from a side
participant into a participant, as illustrated in Fig. 2(c). The nontarget person
remains in their role as a side participant as long as they do not feel that they
are being directed by the avatar. It is important that the avatar only directs the
target person in the presence of the nontarget person.

We now discuss how to design a method such that the avatar only directs the
target person, even when a nontarget person is present. Existing methods [5–
9] have used special displays with embedded motion mechanisms. However, we
cannot use this method easily in a stationary display. Caridakis et al. [10] used
a stationary display with video sequences that included motion effects when the
avatar spoke to the user. We believe that the motion effects provide an important
cue when the avatar and the user interact via a stationary display. Therefore, we
focused on the use of motion effects in the video sequences for the image-based
avatar. However, this method does not sufficiently consider the problem of how
to direct a target person when in the presence of a nontarget person.

In this paper, we investigate the use of motion effects in an image-based
avatar to enable this avatar to give directions smoothly to a target person in the
presence of another nontarget person. To compare methods that add motions to
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Fig. 2. User role transitions in the proposed navigation system.

the image-based avatar with a method without movement of the image-based
avatar, we evaluated the following two hypotheses:

H1: A target person feels that they are facing the image-based avatar. The target
person then feels that they are being given directions by the image-based
avatar.

H2: A nontarget person does not feel that they are facing the image-based avatar.
The nontarget person thus does not feel that they are being given directions
by the image-based avatar.

We evaluated the effects of an action-type motion (where the face and body of
the avatar move to face the target person) and a rotational motion (where the
display rotates to face the target person).

2 Navigation Situation

We assume a situation in which the side participants stand on the right and left
sides of the participant in the information center. Figure 3 shows the flow that
occurs in this situation. At t1, a participant is guided by an image-based avatar.
At t2, a side participant who wants to use the image-based avatar arrives the
information center and stands in an empty space at the side of the participant.
At t3, another side participant arrives at the information center and stands on
the empty side opposite the first side participant. At t4, the participant leaves
the information center after receiving the image-based avatar’s guidance. At this
point, the side participants stand on the right and left sides of the position that
had been occupied by the participant. To direct the target person only, we add
motion effects to the image-based avatar in this situation.
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Fig. 3. Flow of the situation that we consider in this paper.

3 Motion Effects

3.1 Overview

To direct a target person only, we must consider what motion must be added to
the image-based avatar. Because the image-based avatar resembles the appear-
ance of a person, the image-based avatar is then expected to interact like a
person. However, the image-based avatar is also expected to produce an interac-
tion like that between a person and a machine because the image-based avatar is
displayed on a display. We therefore added a guide motion and a rotating display
to the image-based avatar. We describe the details of each motion below.

First, we explain how a guide moves to direct a target person only. A guide
talks to a target person after facing that target person. It is important that the
guide faces the target person. Figure 4 shows the way in which a guide moves to
direct the target person only. The target person feels that they are facing a guide
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Fig. 4. How the guide moves to direct the target person only.

because that guide is facing them (Fig. 4(a)). Furthermore, the target person
feels that they are being given directions because that guide is talking to them
(Fig. 4(b)). In contrast, the nontarget person does not feel that they are facing
the guide because that guide is facing the target person (Fig. 4(a)). Furthermore,
the nontarget person does not feel that they are being given directions by that
guide because the guide is talking to the target person (Fig. 4(b)). There are
motions in the face, the body and the eyes in the case where the guide faces the
target person.

Below, we consider addition of the motions of a guide to the image-based
avatar. When using a video sequence for an image-based avatar, we must consider
the Mona Lisa effect [11,12], which occurs whenever users see an avatar that is
displayed on a flat panel. This effect causes the users to feel that an avatar who
is facing the camera is actually gazing directly at them. If the avatar faces the
camera, then both the target person and the nontarget person will feel that
they are facing the avatar simultaneously. To alleviate the Mona Lisa effect, our
method uses the fact that the avatar rotates both its face and its body while
gazing at the camera. When an image-based avatar talks to a target person after
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Fig. 5. Angle parameter θb for an action-type motion.
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Fig. 6. Angle parameter θf for a rotational motion

rotating its face and body, the target person then feels that they are being given
directions by the image-based avatar.

Next, we explain how to move a rotating display to direct a target person
only. The display rotates towards the target person. It is important that the
rotating display faces the target person. In this paper, we represent the physical
frame of the rotating display in the video sequence of the image-based avatar.
We can change the appearance of the region of the frame in which the avatar is
located using projective transformation of the video sequence. As a result, the
target person feels that they are facing an image-based avatar. When the image-
based avatar talks to a target person after the projective transformation, the
target person then feels that they are being given directions by the image-based
avatar.

3.2 Action-Type Motion

Action-type motion is used to describe the scenario where the image-based avatar
has a guiding motion added to the video sequence. In this case, the image-based
avatar rotates its face and body while its gaze remains fixed towards the cam-
era. Note that the image-based avatar rotates its face and body in conjunction
because rotation of its face and body individually would occur only rarely in
the information center. Figure 5 shows the angle parameter θb for an action-type
motion. θb is the angle of the rotating body. θb sets the front direction to 0◦.
When the target person is standing on the right side of the avatar, θb has a
positive value. When the target person is standing on the left side of the avatar,
θb has a negative value.

3.3 Rotational Motion

Rotational motion is used to describe the situation where the motion of a rotat-
ing display is added to the image-based avatar in the video sequence. Changes
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in the appearance of the subject region in the frame and the frame itself are
expressed by projective transformation. Figure 6 shows the angle parameter θf
of the rotational motion. θf is the angle of the rotating frame. θf sets the front
direction to 0◦. When the target person is standing on the right side of the
avatar, θf has a positive value. When the target person is standing on the left
side of the avatar, θf has a negative value.

3.4 Combination of an Action-Type Motion with a Rotational
Motion

Next, we need to consider combination of an action-type motion with a rotational
motion. A rotational motion is added to an image-based avatar during an action-
type motion. This combination of the action-type motion and the rotational
motion has an angle parameter composed of θ′

b and θ′
f . We set θ′

b = θb/2 and
θ′
f = θf/2.

4 Subjective Assessment

4.1 Experimental Conditions

We performed a subjective assessment to investigate the hypotheses described in
Sect. 1. In addition, we performed another subjective assessment to investigate
the impression that is made by the image-based avatar. Twenty subjects (17
males and 3 females, with an average age of 22.2± 1.1 years) participated in this
assessment. We compared the following four motion methods for the image-based
avatar:

M1: No motion effects
M2: Action-type motion
M3: Rotational motion
M4: Both motion types

Figure 7 shows examples of these methods.
The 20 subjects were split randomly into pairs to view a video sequence of

an image-based avatar for each method. One subject was assigned the role of the
target person and the other subject was assigned the nontarget person role. The
two subjects then stood to the side of the display. Figure 4 shows the standing
positions of the two subjects. After viewing the video sequence, the subjects
then answered the following questions:

Q1: Did you feel that you faced an image-based avatar?
Q2: Did you feel that you were given directions by an image-based avatar?
Q3: Did you feel that you interacted smoothly with the image-based avatar?
Q4: Did you feel that the image-based avatar interacted politely with you?
Q5: Did you feel that the image-based avatar interacted nicely with you?
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Fig. 7. Image-based avatars M1 to M4 with and without motion effects for the subjec-
tive assessment.

Each subject provided a rated score using four response levels (−1.5: disagree-
able; −0.5: slightly disagreeable; 0.5: fairly agreeable; 1.5: agreeable) for each
question. We also asked the reverse questions to Q1 to Q4. We set θb = 15[deg]
and θf = 15[deg]. We used two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate the test results.
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Fig. 8. Results of subjective assessments of Q1 and Q2.

4.2 Results of Subjective Assessment

Figure 8(a) shows the subjective scores for Q1 and Q2 for the target persons.
The high subjective scores indicate agreement among the target persons. Addi-
tionally, there are significant differences among M1 and the other three methods.
Therefore, we can claim that H1, as described in Sect. 1, is valid under the con-
dition that motion effects were used. Figure 8(b) shows the subjective scores for
Q1 and Q2 for the nontarget persons. The low subjective scores also indicate
agreement among the nontarget persons. There were no significant differences
among M1 and the other three methods. Therefore, we cannot claim that H2, as
described in Sect. 1, was valid under the condition that motion effects are used.
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Fig. 9. Results of subjective assessments of Q3 to Q5 for the target persons.

Figure 9 shows the subjective scores for Q3 to Q5 for the target persons. The
high subjective scores again indicate agreement among the target persons. Addi-
tionally, there are significant differences among M1 and the other three methods.
Therefore, we can claim that the image-based avatar made a good impression
under the conditions where motion effects were used. Figure 10 shows the sub-
jective scores for Q3 and Q5 for the nontarget persons. The low subjective scores
also indicate agreement among the nontarget persons. There were no significant
differences in this case among M1 and the other three methods. Therefore, we
cannot claim that the image-based avatar made a good impression under the
conditions where motion effects were used.
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Fig. 10. Results of subjective assessments of Q3 to Q5 for the nontarget persons.

5 Conclusions

We have proposed a method to ensure that an image-based avatar only directs
a specific target person. We added an action effect and a rotation effect to an
image-based avatar. We then performed a subjective assessment to compare the
methods that add the effects to the image-based avatar with a method without
movement in the image-based avatar. The results of a subjective assessment
showed that a target person feels that they are being given directions by the
image-based avatar when the motion effects are used. In addition, the image-
based avatar also made a good impression on the target person during the use
of motion effects. However, the results of the subjective assessment did not show
that the nontarget person did not feel that they were being given directions
by the image-based avatar. In future work, we will consider motion effects in
another situation in an information center, and we will also compare motion
effects and special displays.
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